Be sneaky! Walk quietly and
slowly.
Remember many animals can
see, hear, or smell you long
before you are aware of their
presence.
Try to be invisible camouflage your appearance
& your smell by staying
upwind.
Keep your distance!
When spotting wildlife, be
sure to social distance at
least 6 feet!
Once you find a comfortable
spot, use your senses to
discover all the wildlife
around you!

Want to explore
signs of wildlife at
Historic Yates Mill
Pond?
Check out this habitat map to learn more!

BE A NATURALIST
IN YOUR BACKYARD!

A naturalist is someone who
studies the world around them
including caring for all living
things from the smallest ant to
the tallest tree.

share what
you've
discovered!
Create a nature
journal and draw
what you see.
Take photographs of
what you observe.
Make a poster to
share what you
discovered in your
backyard!
Answers: 1-raccoon 2-fox 3-rabbit 4-beaver 5-coyote 6-squirrel 7-deer 8-goose

Tips to finding
and observing
winter wildlife:

NATURE'S
SCAVENGER
HUNT SEASON

WINTER
AS NATURE RESTS
THROUGH THE
COLDER MONTHS,
WILDLIFE CAN BE
FOUND.

USE YOUR SENSES TO
DISCOVER WHAT IS HAPPENING
AT YATES MILL POND!
THINGS TO FIND AND SEE:

MATCH THESE ANIMALS WITH THEIR TRACKS!

ANIMALS
goose

1.

A rock

TRACKS
2.

A pond with water in it
A bird

raccoon

Some mud
A tree with leaves on it
A nest made of leaves

fox

3.

A water bird
Berries on a bush
A track made by an animal

deer

THINGS TO HEAR:

4.

The wind rustling the leaves or grass
A bird chirping
Water running

squirrel

5.

THINGS TO FEEL:
Something warm from the sun
Something cool in the shade

beaver

Something moist or wet

6.

Something smooth or soft
Something rough

coyote

THINGS TO SMELL:

7.

Something warm from the sun
Something cold from the shade
The grass

please do not taste anything at yates mill...

rabbit

8.

